This paper describes our entry to the Voice Conversion Challenge 2016. Based on the maximum likelihood parameter generation algorithm, the method is a reformulation of the minimum generation error training criterion. It uses a GMM for soft classification, a Mel-cepstral vocoder for acoustic analysis and an improved dynamic time warping procedure for source-target alignment. To compensate the oversmoothing effect, the generated parameters are filtered through a speaker-independent postfilter implemented as a linear transform in cepstral domain. The process is completed with mean and variance adaptation of the log-fundamental frequency and duration modification by a constant factor. The results of the evaluation show that the proposed system achieves a high conversion accuracy in comparison with other systems, while its naturalness scores are intermediate.
Introduction
A voice conversion (VC) system transforms utterances from a given source speaker so as to be perceived as having been uttered by a specific target speaker. The VC process consists of two stages (see Fig. 1 ): (i) training, where the correspondence between source and target acoustic features is learnt from recordings and stored as a conversion function, and (ii) conversion itself, where this function is applied to transform new input utterances from the source speaker. Although the identity of speakers is conveyed not only by segmental features (timbre and average fundamental frequency f0) but also by suprasegmental (prosody) and even linguistic features, research has been focused mostly on the spectral level.
VC has a relatively long history, along which a wide variety of data-driven conversion function types have been proposed: codebooks [1, 2] , hidden Markov models [3, 4, 5] , Gaussian mixture models (GMMs) [6, 7, 8, 9, 10, 11] , Gaussian processes [12] and shallow/deep neural networks (S/DNNs) [13, 14, 15, 16] , among others. Such functions are normally trained from constant-dimension acoustic feature vectors provided by a vocoder. In many other solutions, the conversion function can be applied only to a specific speech signal representation: modification of formant frequencies and bandwidths [17, 18] , frequency warping (FW) [19, 20, 21] , FW followed by amplitude scaling (AS) [22, 23] , etc. When footprint is not an issue, the system can keep some training data from the target speaker and then perform VC through frame selection [24] , feature trajectory selection [25] , or exemplar-driven transforma- tions [26] . Finally, several hybrid methods have been proposed which exhibit practical advantages in certain situations: fusion of GMM-based VC with FW [27, 28] , GMM with unit selection based training [29] , FW plus unit selection [30] , GMM-driven FW+AS [31, 32] , etc. Given such a wide variety of VC systems/methods and the heterogeneous conditions under which they were originally evaluated, the VC Challenge [33] has been organized to determine how they compare to each other when they are trained with the same data (162 recordings × 10 different speakers). We considered two different systems for submission. The first one is based on the GMM-driven FW+AS method presented in [32] . The second one is a variant of the maximum likelihood (ML) parameter generation algorithm [9] where the VC parameters, namely a set of linear transforms, are trained through a minimum generation error (MGE) criterion. Our MGE formulation, inspired by classical VC methods [6] , differs substantially from that presented in [34] . At the time the Challenge was announced, we were investigating this method in the context of speaker-adaptative HMM-based speech synthesis, but it is easily adaptable to the VC task. Internal subjective evaluations led to the decision of submitting the second system for one main reason: whereas the FW+AS conversion function has relatively few parameters, the alternative one uses unconstrained linear transforms with a greater number of parameters, which seems more adequate given the large amount of training data available. The output of the selected system was enhanced by means of a postfilter and basic prosodic manipulation.
The remainder of this paper is devoted to the description of the method and the analysis of the results of the VC Challenge. Before that, for a better understanding of the theoretical fundamentals of the method, we briefly describe the standard ML parameter generation algorithm in the next section.
Theoretical background
The well-known ML parameter generation algorithm [9] yields the most probable sequence of p-dimensional acoustic vectors {y1, . . . , yT } given a sequence of Gaussian distributions with mean vectors {µ 1 , . . . , µ T } and covariance matrices {Σ1, . . . , ΣT }. These distributions model both the static acoustic parameters and their 1 st -order derivative over time. Let us now defineȳ as the supervector that results from concatenating all the (yet unknown) target acoustic vectors:
We can append derivatives to all the individual vectors inȳ through the product Wȳ, with W defined as
where ⊗ denotes the Kronecker product, I is a p × p identity matrix, and V is a 2T × T matrix built from the samples of the window v[t] used to calculate the derivatives 1 . The total loglikelihood of a candidate output supervectorȳ can be expressed as
where κ is a residual term that does not depend fromȳ and
The most likelyȳ, i.e. the one that maximizes (3), is
Constraining the covariance matrices to be diagonal, the problem can be solved separately for each vector component: 
Description of the System
The acoustic analysis/reconstruction tool chosen is Ahocoder [35] , which parameterizes speech signals by means of a Melcepstral (MCEP) representation of the spectral envelope, logf0 and maximum voiced frequency (MVF). The MVF is related to the harmonicity of the signal and is not modified by our VC system. The 0 th MCEP coefficient, related to energy, is neither modified. The next subsections describe how the remaining MCEP coefficients, logf0 and durations are processed.
Training
Let us assume N parallel training utterances. First, the source and target MCEP vectors are aligned via dynamic time warping (DTW). Instead of using the standard DTW approach, in order to compensate for the acoustic differences between speakers (mainly in cross-gender conversion), we use an iterative algorithm that can be summarized as follows:
1. Perform classical DTW on every pair of parallel utterances after appending 1 st -order derivatives to input vectors.
2. For the current alignment, apply the method in [36] to get the vocal tract length normalization (VTLN) factor α that makes the source vectors closest to the target vectors.
3. If |α| is sufficiently small, take the current alignment as definitive; otherwise, replace the source vectors by their VTLN'ed counterparts ang go to step 1 again.
Similarly as in eq. (1), we group the aligned MCEP vectors into pairs of supervectors {xn,ȳn}n=1...N , where n is the utterance number. Let us now impose the following relationship between an input source vector x, with time-derivative ∆x, and the corresponding mean vector µ used for ML parameter generation:
where γ k (x) is the probability that x belongs to the k th class of an acoustic soft-classifier Θ. In this case, Θ is a GMM previously trained from the source training vectors (without derivatives). According to this formulation, the parameters of the VC function can be seen as a matrix
Assuming that the output of the system will be generated through eq. (6) for every n and thatD (i) is known (details are given later), we now intend to calculate the optimal Ω given the pairs {xn,ȳn}n=1...N . To do this, we suggest using an MGE criterion. The generation error associated to eqs. (6)- (7) is
where ω i is the i th row of Ω and U(x) (note we omit the utterance number n of supervectorxn for clarity) is equal to
The value of ωi that minimizes this error can be shown to be
Thus, the parameters of the VC function Ω can be calculated on a row-by-row basis. As forD
n , in this work we use a diagonal matrix built from the variance of component i and its derivative for the GMM class with highest γ k (x) (as Θ does not contain statistics about derivatives, these have to be computed and stored apart). Future works should address the conversion ofD (i) n too. Finally, the mean and variance of logf0 is computed for both speakers. We also calculate a global duration modification factor D as the inverse of the average DTW slope. To eliminate the influence of initial/final silences, which exhibit irregular durations, instantaneous DTW slopes are weighted by the local energy before averaging. 
Conversion
During conversion, given Ω and the GMM Θ, a sequence of mean vectors is derived from the input source MCEP vectors via eq. (7). Then, the corresponding sequence of converted MCEP vectors is generated through eq. (6). The 0 th MCEP coefficient is directly copied from the input source vectors. To compensate for the oversmoothing effect, we use a constant (speakerindependent) postfilter. In comparison with other techniques such as global variance enhancement [9] , postfiltering has the practical advantage that it is not influenced by the duration of initial/final silences, and also that it can be applied locally at frame level. Moreover, it is compatible with modern parameter generation frameworks based on deep learning [16] . The postfilter applied in this work can be formulated as a linear transform:
where the multiplicative matrix P implements a two-band radial postfiltering transform of factors {1.03, 1.05} and cutt-off frequency 1 kHz (see [37] for details), and the additive cepstral term e implements a filter which lifts the mid-high frequencies by 10 dB. The role of P is sharpening the spectral peaks, and the two-band approach allows for a more intense sharpening at mid-high frequencies, where the oversmoothing effect is more visible. As for e, it enhances the intelligibility of the synthetic speech with no significant quality degradation, according to the findings in [38] . Fig. 2 illustrates the effect of the postfilter. We would like to clarify there was no ad-hoc adjustment of the postfilter parameters (in fact, as discussed later, this configuration was probably not optimal for some speaker pairs). As for prosody, the mean and variance of logf0 are rescaled according to the measurements made during training, and the duration of the signal is modified by re-adjusting the frame rate of the vocoder during waveform reconstruction. To avoid unnatural elongation/shortening of the signal, factor D is previously soft-clipped as follows:
Results of the Challenge and Discussion
The proposed system took part in the VC Challenge 2016. The training material provided by the organizers contained 162 parallel recordings from 10 different speakers (5 female + 5 male). Half of them (3 female + 2 male) were selected as source and the remaining ones (2 female + 3 male) were taken as target, which resulted in 25 different conversion pairs with all possible gender combinations. The audio files were released in WAV-mono format at 16 kHz sampling frequency and 16 bits/sample. A few recordings, 12 out of 162, were separated from the training datasets for validation and method selection purposes. During the challenge, 54 new sentences per speaker were released as test dataset. As mentioned before, the vocoder behind our VC system was Ahocoder [35] , and the order of the MCEP parameterization was set to 24. In accordance with phonetic and computational criteria, a 32-component GMM with full covariance matrices was used for training and conversion. Thus, the footprint of a generic VC function was 32 × (1 + 24 + 24 × 24) (from the GMM) + 32 × 24 (from the diagonal covariances of the derivatives) + 32 × 2 × (24 × 24) (from Ω) + 4 (from logf0 means and variances) + 1 (from D) = 56869 floating-point numbers, which means less than 500 kB in 'double' precision.
To validate the proposed method (without postfiltering), we compared it with standard GMM-weighted linear regression [6, 8] in terms of MCEP distortion (MCD). For the conversion pairs mentioned above, the proposed method resulted in an average MCD reduction of 2.5%. In fact, MCD reductions between 0.8% and 4.6% were observed for all conversion pairs, with no exception.
The challenge itself consisted of a large-scale perceptual test conducted through a web interface. A total of 200 remunerated evaluators were asked to sit inside a sound-isolated booth, listen to different signals using headphones, and rate two aspects: (i) their naturalness (between 1 = "completely unnatural" and 5 = "completely natural"), and (ii) the similarity to the target speaker ("Same, absolutely sure", "Same, not sure", "Different, not sure", "Different, absolutely sure"). After collecting the individual results of every evaluator, a mean opinion score (MOS) was calculated for naturalness, while the global similarity score was obtained as the percentage of times the speaker was judged to be the same as the target (sure + not sure). The total number of participants was 17 plus a baseline system, namely the VC method in Festvox. For a more detailed explanation of the Challenge, please refer to [33] .
The performance of the proposed system is shown in Fig.  3 , where scores are compared for each gender combination with the baseline, the mean, the median, the maximum, and the score of the best system in the opposite category. For a more general perspective, in Fig 4 all participants are displayed on a naturalness vs. similarity plane (note the similarity scores have been rescaled). Overall, the proposed system is clearly better than the baseline, mainly in terms of naturalness. There is one case, namely male-to-female conversion, where the baseline is strangely high and outperforms our system, but the baseline's very low quality score reveals that artifacts are hiding its conversion inaccuracies. Except for naturalness in female-tofemale conversion, the proposed system is always above the mean. However, given that there are a few systems with very low scores in both performance dimensions (see Fig. 4 ), the median seems to be a more appropriate reference. The naturalness MOS of the proposed system is exactly the global median score, while the similarity scores are clearly above the median, not far from the best score (according to Fig. 5 only system J achieves a significantly better average similarity score), except for maleto-female conversion. Indeed, we found male-to-female conversion particularly difficult. Given that the other systems' performance does not drop as much as that of our system and that our method has no speaker dependencies, we believe the reason is the use of a constant postfilter: the 10 dB enhancement of the high frequencies was beneficial in terms of intelligibility (not evaluated within this Challenge) but possibly detrimental in terms of naturalness, at least in the male-to-female case. Another possible reason for this performance drop is the harmonic- It was stated in [31] that there is usually a trade-off between the similarity score of a VC system and its naturalness (or quality) score. According to Fig. 4 , this trade-off still persists despite the emergence of modern nonlinear mapping methods like DNNs. Interestingly, only one system (J) lies in the rectangle from (3, 3) to (4, 4) . This means that there is still a large room for improvement. Moreover, the system that achieves the largest naturalness score (N) gets also the lowest similarity score. In other words, methods aiming at maximizing the naturalness of the converted speech seem to be paying a high price in terms of conversion accuracy, either because the transform is not flexible enough (as happens with FW) or because higher quality makes conversion inaccuracies more audible. Fortunately, the opposite does not seem to be true, as the winner in terms of similarity (J) ranks 3 rd in terms of naturalness.
Regarding the particular method we have used, the results confirm (again) that GMM-based methods, in combination with an adequate post-processing method such as global variance enhancement [9, 11] or postfiltering [37] , lead to high similarity scores. We believe we would have obtained slightly better scores if we had converted the MVF and if we had adjusted the postfilter for each conversion pair separately (manual adjustments were not permitted in this Challenge). This encourages us to keep on investigating the use of the suggested MGE training method in speaker-adaptive HMM-based speech synthesis. Gray: differences are significant; white: they are not.
Conclusions
We have presented a VC system based on ML parameter generation with a reformulated MGE training criterion. This technique can be applied to both VC and speakeradaptive HMM-based speech synthesis. In combination with mean/variance logf0 adaptation, constant duration modification and an oversmoothing-compensation postfilter, the method produces quite accurately converted speech with intermediate quality, as shown by the results of the VC challenge 2016. Future works should focus on MVF conversion and designing a trainable postfilter, as well as extending the MGE method to diagonal covariance matrices.
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